
Our Elevate company students are comprised of 1st & 2nd graders who are ready for
more performance opportunities in addition to our annual recital. Dancers
participate in the annual recital, Christmas show, Christmas Parade, Company
Showcase, and a Company Video Shoot. These dancers are required to take classes
in Ballet, Technique, and one elective genre class. Students are also required to
participate in a weekly Company Rehearsal Class and Elevate rehearsals scheduled
twice monthly. 
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Synergy Company is a dedicated group of Studio Five Dance Company students
who are in grades 3rd-12th. These dancers participate in our Annual Recital,
Christmas Show, Company Showcase, a Company Video Shoot, Christmas Parade,
and Monster Mash.  They are required to take Ballet, Technique, Jazz, and a choice
of an elective genre class. They are also required to participate in a weekly Company
Rehearsal Class and Synergy rehearsals scheduled twice monthly.  These dancers
have the option to add on a dance convention, and also compete in solos, duets,
and/or trios at those conventions.  

SYNERGY COMPANY

Virtuoso is a pre-professional company that allows dancers 5th grade and up to
focus their study on a particular area of expertise. These dancers have already been
a part of company and have trained in foundational styles of ballet, technique, and
jazz. Mirroring options in the professional dance world, dancers can pick a
Commercial Track, Concert Track, or Musical Theater Track of study. The
Commercial Track focuses on styles of dance that you would find dancers in Los
Angeles performing in music videos or for pop stars! The Concert Track consists of
concert dance styles that you would find in dance companies. Lastly, the Musical
Theater track teaches you styles straight from Broadway! Dancers also have the
option to do multiple tracks or all three if they would like to be well rounded in all
areas of expertise! Virtuoso dancers participate in all the same performance
opportunities as Synergy company members but they are also required to attend
one dance convention and have the option to compete in solos, duets, and/or trios
at those conventions.  

VIRTUOSO COMPANY

Studio Five Dance Company is proud to offer education based company programs
for dancers that want multiple performance opportunities! Our company programs
are designed to build our young dancers confidence and teach them how to work
as a performance team. Learning skills such as determination, creativity, teamwork,
and discipline all in a safe learning environment that supports each child's
individuality. Our Company dancers are often featured in our Christmas Show and
Recital in addition to their normal classes. For our pre-professional dancers we offer
customized training programs that cater to each individual student to set them up
for success both in the studio and upon graduation. Upon completion of the
season, we will celebrate with a company banquet for all our Elevate, Synergy, &
Virtuoso dancers. Students will receive special awards and celebrate their year
together! 
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